Abstract: Traditional fuzzy neural network tends to be used for parameters identification and the network structure is separated by grids, so there are obvious defects in this mode of control design. This paper introduces a flexibly model of self-organizing fuzzy neural network according to specific network structure. We analyze its structure and containing parameters and propose an improved nearest neighbor clustering algorithm first for the predicting model of online identification. For parameter optimization, the parameter value acquired at self-organizing learning phase is adopted as the initial value of supervised learning. Then it adopts BP algorithm to adjust the parameter to optimal value based on the same training set, so as to acquire the final model of FNN. The experiments demonstrate that our algorithm can solve the predicting problems of nonlinear system with constraints, and the range and changing rate of control signal. It shows rapid computing speed, better stability and strong anti-disturbance capacity. It is also verified to be suitable for actual engineering control environments.
INTRODUCTION
The appearance of fuzzy neural network (FNN) control aims to adjust various information to connect control the methods of different forms, to be closely and mutually related comprehendingly. Self-feedback process refers to constantly contrast between given signals and output signals to produce deviation signals, when regulating the fuzzy neural network control [1, 2] . Then this deviation signal is applied to control and reduce difference and keep stable state. When output signal is basically consistent with given signal and output signal satisfies the requirement, internal information flow of the whole system will keep stable by feedback and its internal structure is in stable status. If the information of feedback factor has contained some new contents, which has difference from original status, FNN control system can be supplemented, modified and regulated to some extent by self-feedback to ensure that the whole system is normally operated in dynamism. Self-adaptive ability refers to depend on sufficient information exchange and feedback between systems to realize the balance of the whole system, without relying on external compulsory power. This adaptive ability is the aim of self-organized system and is a purposeful activity [3] . It indicates that FNN control system performs selfrenewal through realizing self-adaptive function to form new ordered structure. In addition, based on exterior environment change, it regulates its structure and changes its function to be adaptive to the change of environment. Three selforganization functions of automorphism, self-feedback and self-adaptation have their various characteristics in FNN control [4] [5] [6] . However, they are not isolated but mutually related and interacted. Only when these three functions are comprehensively acted, can self-organization function of fuzzy neural network control be displayed. Traditional PI and fuzzy controller control rely on fuzzy inference to realize simple control and to imitate humans' decision behaviors. They do not rely on object model too much and show advantages such as perfect adaptability [7, 8] . However, it is difficult to make artificial extraction for control rules of complex object. The controlled object information is not fully implemented to cause reduction of control accuracy. Since algorithm is rather simple, it cannot be adapted to parameter change of the controlled object to rely on humans' priori experience. Self-Organization FNN (SOFNN) is a kind of FNN whose owns self-learning ability in structure and parameters [9] . It learns from the structure as well as parameters in neural network during nonlinear system control and on-line regulates structure of fuzzy neural network, and produces fuzzy control rules and regulates control rule parameters to change the control performance.
Since the structure of FNN is difficult to be determined [10] , Akhbardeh proposes fuzzy adaptive resonance theory (ART) and inferior methods in [11] to train the structure and parameters of fuzzy adaptive learning control network. With the increasing of input data, this strategy can divide input/output space online, regulate membership function, find out appropriate fuzzy logic rules and dynamically delete redundant rules. Akhbardeh also presents a novel ANFIS framework-based neural fuzzy system. More specifically, he proposes a concurrent clustering algorithm to establish new rule base and optimize this rule base with back-propagation method in practical environment. GU and Zhang [12] combine the vector isolation and adaptive resonance theory as clustering algorithm of FNN structure identification. Oentaryo and Pasquier [13] propose a new FNN system-Generic Self-Organizing GSOFNN which applies discrete enhanced clustering algorithm to learn fuzzy neural network structure. The rule base of GSOFNN is constant and compact because it has a set of mechanisms to delete redundant rules. Based on previous jobs, we can discover that online clustering algorithm of structure learning is very important. Effectively dividing input/output data can provide a relatively accurate initial fuzzy neural network structure, which helps to the convergence of network. Therefore, various clustering algorithms are used to divide input/output space such as Kohonen hierarchical clustering algorithms, hyperbox method, k-means, and fuzzy C-mean method [14] .
By the study and generation of above problems, this paper adopts an improved clustering algorithm to identify the structure of FNN and to learn parameters of FNN with backpropagation (BP) method. This clustering algorithm can divide the input data online and gradually update clustering and organize FNN structure by itself. It does not need to know the input data distribution and all rules can be created by itself. With input data increasing, the rule number will automatically increase and the fuzzy neural network after training does not have contradictory rules. By simulation example and actual cases of control engineer, it is proved that our SOFNN method is effective and shoes advantages such as simple structure, high identification accuracy, etc.
STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION
The SOFNN controller is a neural network-based selforganization fuzzy controller. This controller does not need to determine fuzzy control rules in advance. Its control rules and membership functions are operated by a neural network but the adjustment of rule revision and membership function parameters is realized by BP learning algorithm. Through structure and parameter learning of neural network in the process of nonlinear system control, it can regulate structure of fuzzy neural network online, produce fuzzy control rule and regulate control rule parameters to change control performance. The controller in SOFNN is realized by neural network, which has a hierarchical structure [15] . The bottom layer is input layer, the middle is hidden layer and the top is output layer. Its information is gradually transferred upward from input layer to output layer. Then, according to error property index, from output node, gradient descent algorithm is applied in each layer of network to modify the connection weight and adjust the membership function parameters by reverse channel. It does not need to adopt the scale factors , K ee or , but it needs to use center and width of membership function as well as connecting weight coefficients between networks, etc.
Classical FNN structure divisions have obvious defects: one is that the spatial division needs to be provided in advance based on experience. The network structure keeps stable during learning and it is easy to cause lacking and redundancy of fuzzy rules; The other one is, for complex system, the fuzzy rule numbers are in exponential growth to bring dimension disaster with increasing input variable numbers.
To solve the problems mentioned above, this paper first introduces a novel SOFNN proposed in reference [16] , to study its optimized structure and parameter. Without loss of generality, we consider a multi-input single-output fuzzy system. The system contains fuzzy inference rules and adopts zero order T-S fuzzy inference computing model. pieces of the rules are:
: The first layer is input layer. The neurons of this layer are directly connected with input variables and the number of nodes equal to that of input variables; The second layer is fuzzed layer. Assuming x 1 and x 2 are two input variables and they adopts several fuzzy variables. A i is language variable of fuzzy set corresponding to node input value. Then the output of node is the membership of fuzzy set corresponding to itself:
The membership function has many forms, such as Bellshaped membership:
{ , , } are antecedent parameters whose values determine the form of .
In the third layer, i th node denotes the ratio between the trigger intensity of i th rule and all the trigger intensities, which presents the normalization. The output of this layer is normalized trigger intensity and is described as
Each node of the fourth layer is adaptive node and its output is (5) is parameters set which denotes the inferior parameters. The output of the fifth layer is total output value and its ambiguity resolution adopts gravity method: (6) This adaptive FNN equals to a fuzzy inference system with T-S rules in function [17] . Its optimization is adopting the existing learning algorithms and absorbing the advantage ANN and FS, offsetting their defects simultaneously. When its structure is determined, the follows will discuss the problems on structure identification and parameters adjusting.
LEARNING METHOD OF SOFNN
The design of fuzzy neural network contains structure identification and parameter identification [18] . Structure identification contains input space division and fuzzy rule number determination. For traditional FNN, universe number of input variable division needs to be given in advance by experience. However, for different problems objects, they lack an efficient guiding principle so it is very difficult to obtain the best division, which usually causes deficiency and redundancy of fuzzy rule numbers. Meanwhile, for complicated multi-input variable systems, traditional division method will generate bottleneck of dimension disaster. Then the SOFNNN design in this paper is divided into two parts: structural self-organization design of FNN and parameter optimization learning.
Analysis and Improvement of System Identification Model
We assume the fuzzy rule library is composed of the following fuzzy rules [19] .
: 
The above equation denotes the FNN actually is constructed by N rules. µ 
er and Gauss membership function. This equation also shows that the optimal FNN system is applying a rule to an input and output pair. But if the number of pairs is large, this system is no more a actual system. For large samples, we need different clustering technique to group the input and output pairs, to make some group of data correspond to one rule.
Among the clustering algorithms, the nearest neighborclustering algorithm is the simplest clustering algorithm. In this algorithm, the first data is taken as the clustering center of the first group at first. Next, if the distance between one data and clustering center is smaller than one predictive value, this data is put in this group. That is, the clustering center in this group should be the most approximate to this data; Otherwise, this data is set as clustering center of a new group. When the nearest neighbor-clustering algorithm is used to design FNN, if each input and output data pair establishes one clustering center, the designed FNN is changed into the optimized fuzzy system. Since the optimized fuzzy system means that one rule corresponds to one input and output data pair, the nearest neighbor-clustering algorithm is considerer as that one rule is corresponding to one group of input and output data pair. Each input and output data pair may produce one new clustering, so the numbers of designed rules in fuzzy system is constantly changing during the process of design.
It needs to set a radius r when using the nearest clustering method to design fuzzy system. The number of rules is up to input point distribution and radius of input-output data pairs, r determines the complexity of fuzzy system. In practice, the method of trial and error can be used to find out an appropriate radius to ensure that the involved fuzzy system is simple and convinced. This paper proposes an online identification system model of improved nearest clustering method. This algorithm contains two stages: initial off-line identification and online identification, which are described as the follows:
At the offline phase, we collect N pairs of input and output data , . So the above can be used to make online identification of predicting models.
Adaptive Parameter Optimization
When the structure of fuzzy neural network is determined, we will take the parameters acquired at self-organization phase as initial value of supervised learning of the network. Since it is based on the same training set, we adopt the improved error back propagation algorithm to adjust the parameters to be optimal. Then the final model of selforganization of FNN can be determined.
We choose any input sample x p from set S and the output of network is (9) The error function is (10) In above equations, y denotes the actual output of P th sample, Y denotes the expected output. This paper introduces an adaptive learning efficiency adjusting BP algorithm as the learning algorithm of FNN. Its process is: when the directions of two iterations of gradient are the same, it means the descent is too slow, so the step can be doubled; when the directions of two iterations of gradient are different, it means the descent is fast, so the step is halved.
In our FNN model, there are four types of parameters to be identified: mean value C ij of Gauss function and width of ; and the weight value of the third layer w kj Then the derivations of these parameters are:
The second layer completes the membership function and synthesizes the fuzzy membership. At the fourth layer, we compute the network output with centralized defusing method. From equation 11, 12 and 13 we can see such adjustment is conducive for initialization and optimization of the network. Then the adaptive parameters for training are summarized as: (14) 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulations
To verify the effectiveness of SOFNN algorithm proposed in this paper. We provide a simulation of static function approximation to test its function in system identification. For convenient contrast we choose a case of classic three-input nonlinear function approximation [20] : (15) There are 206 training data and 124 test data from the input space and , and they are sampled averagely. After the learning of SOFNN, the fuzzy neural network includes 5 fuzzy rules. At the optimal learning phase of network, we adopt the average percentage error [21] as performance indicator: (16) is the number of data pairs. Fig. (2) depicts the training sample error curve after 200 steps of training. The actual value and model output value of training samples and test samples are shown in Fig. (3) . It can be seen that the trained network acquires higher accuracy and generalization ability. Table 1 list the test results of improved SOFNN model and other early results. From it we can see, with the same data scale, the parameters needed to be identified of SOFNN are obviously less than that of other similar models [22, 23] . It also can acquire higher training accuracy with the same training steps. "--" denotes the result is not lists in original
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Implementation on Water Quality Evaluation System
The evaluation process on water quality with SOFNN is shown as Fig. (4) . Water quality evaluation is based on national water environment quality standard. The method proposed in this paper is used to construct learning samples and object output, regulate smoothing parameter on radial basis function network layer and construct trained network. The evaluation process is evaluating the supervised samples and learning samples to obtain the largest response output. Radial basis layer output is vectors to express the similarity degree between models. The competitive layer outputs learning mode with the largest probability by obtaining contributive rate of measured mode on each learning mode.
In data pretreatment, since the measured water quality parameters for water quality analysis process has different units, it may lead to that various input and output variable sizes in network have large difference on numerical value. Direct use of original measurement data for calculation may result in information loss and unstable numerical value calculation. Thus, it needs standardizing procession on each variable, so that the means of all variables after treatment are 0 and their standard deviations are 1, which eliminates the effects brought by different dimensions and magnitude of various variables. Its mathematical expression is: The SOFNN model in this paper is used to establish water quality prediction model. It is compared to the prediction model established by traditional FNN. After the training of neural network, practical value of training sample, model output value, practical value of measured sample and output value of model are respectively shown in Fig. (5) and Fig.  (6) . From the curves and data shown in figures, we can see that the training accuracy and generalization ability of SOFNN model are superior to traditional FNN model. The water quality evaluation and prediction model established by SOFNN model in this paper effectively simulates the operation of water quality evaluation. That is, it has perfect generalization ability.
CONCLUSION
Based on the study of FNN and clustering algorithms, this paper proposes an improved nearest clustering method to identify the structure of FNN and adopts back propagation method to adjust the parameters. This kind of clustering algorithm can divide input data online, gradually update clusters and organize structure of fuzzy neural network by itself. We do not need to initialize the distribution of input data. All rules are generated by themselves, that is, with increasing of input data, the rules will automatically increase. So the generated FNN does not have contradictory rules. Our research proves that fuzzy neural network-based supervised clustering algorithm can be used to self-organize the structure learning of FNN. Latter simulations and applications have shown that our algorithm can effectively identify nonlinear dynamic system and it has effective generalization ability. So it has perfect theory developing space. However, the convergence, stability, robustness, etc, of this algorithm should be strictly proved in mathematical theory. So it needs further research on improving the training speed and stability. 
